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Numerical study of a reduced set of M. H. D. equations showed that

for a constant current profile, the plasma surface undergoes violent

bubble-like deformation whenever  q  is near an integer. However, with the
introduction of shear (a parabolic current profile is employed), the dis-
tortions are generally mild enough to support the conjectlire that surface
kink instabilities with q>l d o not represent a threat to tokamak confine-

nnent.

An analytic treatment of these reduced equations has also been carried
out near the point on the dispersion curve where only one mode is marginally
stable. A model current profile is used and the results show the nonlinear

stabilizing effects of shear and are in agreement with the numerical code.

II. Nonlinear Tearing Modes in Tokamaks

When resistivity is included in the reduced set of M. H. D. equations
referred to above, the usual theory of the tearing mode in a tokamak follows.
Theoretical considerations show that inertial terms are not important during
the nonlinear development of the tearing mode. Therefore, in order to re-
lax the limit on the time step imposed by the large ratio between ideal
M. H. D. and resistive time scales,  a set of "averaged" equations is em-

ployed. In these equations, the inertial term is neglected so that only

phenomena evolving on the resistive time scale are described.

An algorithm has been developed for studying these "averaged" equa-
tions and preliminary computer runs have been made for the case of con-

stant resistivity with mode number  m = 2.   The rate at which the magnetic
island grows or shrinks is in agreement with the rate predicted by analytic
considerations.

III. Microinstabilities Associated with TFTR

In collaboration with Berk, Horton and Rutherford and as an out-

growth of the theory meeting held last year at IAS, an extensive program
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of study of velocity space instabilities in infinite homogeneous two com-

ponent systems has been made. Approximate solutions for the Fokker

Planck equation for the slowing down and pitch angle scattering problem
have been obtained. These distributions have been studied with regard to
the instability of sound waves, Alfven waves, and electrostatic ion cyclotron

waves. At least for the steady state solution none of these modes appears

very dangerous for TCT parameters. The theory of beam destabilization

of Alfven waves in a Tokamak has also been worked out, including the ef-

fects of inhomogeneous fields and trapped particles. Again for sub-Alfvenic

beam and TCT parameters the instabilities do not appear too dangerous.

IV.  Stability of Ion Rings

With the development of intense ion diode sources, the possibility of

p-layer confinement requires a further look at the stability problem.
Using the conservation of angular momentum quadratic forms have

previously been derived to show the stability of non-neutral plasmas.   We

have extended the derivation to cover the case of a proton ring current pro-

viding a minimum B confinement for a neutral plasma.

We find that in the absence of a toroidal field longwave length kink

modes are stable, (in disagreement with previous work) short wave length
kink modes have a feeble localized instability,  as do short wave length

sausage modes. The crucial case of longwave length sausage modes has

been formulated, but will probably require numerical work to resolve.

This appears to be the only potentially dangerous mode.
In the presence of a strong toroidal field we find that the usual MHD

criterion (q > 1) is applicable.                                                          '

V. Parametric Instabilities

An investigation of the effects of finite bandwidth of the pump
wave on the three wave parametric instability has been made.  This is of

particular interest for the interpretation of backscatter measurements
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laser irradiated targets. Finite size of the interaction region, and plasma:

inhomogeneity are known to introduce thresholds and to limit the growth of
the various three wave instabilities.  It is thus important to investigate the

competition of the finite bandwidth of the pump with these other effects.

The most general problem as yet considered is described by the fol-

lowing pair of equations:

8                                                               ik, x2/2    ig(t-x/vO)[- + v + v -2- 1 al (x,·t) = yo (x) e        e         a (x, t)at 1 lax :2

8                  8                              -ik' x2/2 e-ie(t-x/vO)' [  + vz- vz   ] az (x, t) = yo (x) e al (x, t)

al(x, t)  and a2(x, t)  are the WKB amplitudes  of the two coupled parametrically
driven

waves.    y  (x)  is
the coupling constant, proportional to the pump ampli-

tude. Its spatial dependence is a reflection of the finite amplitude of the inter-

action region. k' =  [k (x)-kl(x)-k. (x)] is the ' mismatch' in phase  in-
6   .X-0

troduced by the plasma inhomogeneity in a linear approximation expanded
about the point (x = 0) where the ls-vectors satisfy the ' momentum' conser-

vation conditions for the instability.  vl  and  vz  are the damping rates of the
uncoupled waves, and vl and v2 are their respective group velocities.  The
bandwidth A of the pump, which has group velocity v  is introduced via the

phase 99 (t-x/ vl) which varies in some random manner.  In the model we
have studied most extensively, 99 forms a Kubo-Anderson process, in which
it remains constant between random jumps, the times of the jumps forming
a Poisson process.  That is, the probability the phase jumps in the interval

[ t, t+6 t]   is    a 6 t. Within the framework of this model exact equations may
be  obtained  for the quantities   <a. (x, t)  a: Dc',t) >, averaged over all possible

1           J

phase histories.

This quantity is of more interest than the average <ai(x, t)> which can
be  small even when the average intensity < ai (x, t)  a (x, t)> is large.    The
model is limited to situations where the group velocity of the pump does not

lie between v2 and vl (-v_< v<v) . All cases may however be treated by201
the random phase approximation (RPA) which is valid provided the bandwidth
A is sufficiently large. Comparison of the results of the exact model and

. .*r
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the RPA give a check on the validity of the RPA, and shows the transition

region between coherent and incoherent pumps.
Because of the large number of parameters involvedi -bandwidth,

length, inhomogeneity, damping and pump velocity, we will not attempt to
tabulate exhaustively all our results  for the thresholds for growth ·in this

report, but refer the reader to our forthcoming article.  We will state,

however,  some of the more important results.

For an infinite homogeneous medium a finite bandwi-dth A, raises  the
2threshold for convective instability from y  > vlv2  to  yO  >   A   min (vl'  v2)'

2and for absolute instability from YO>  Vl   vl/. v2  +  vz   vl/ v2    to YO/ a  >
v.vl   v.e  l'   ('Ivl+  'Iv  ·i   .

In a finite length homogeneous medium (utilizing outgoing wave bound-
ary conditions) normal modes exist, giving rise to absolute instability.

If the length is sufficiently short the threshold is determined by the
length ·alone  and is given by y L/ A vl>  ln vz/vl instead of the Kroll condition

y L/ /v v    >  1r / 2.    When the length of the system is comparable  to  the  damp-12
ing lengths of the waves, these results are modified.

When the system is inhomogeneous the critical comparison is the
length ofthe system L, compared with the length A /K' v2 (v2>> vl)   If
L > A/K' vz the system is inhomogeneity dominated and can be shown to
saturate

after y /K' v v e-foldings. The initial growth rate is reduced how-12
ever  from yO  to y / A.    If   L<  A /K' v2' the system is length dominated and
the criterion for absolute growth is yOL/Avl> 1.

Work on the problems of Raman and Brillouin Side Scatter,  and of the

decay of the pump into 2 plasmons has been completed.

VI. Highs-dimensional Solitons

It is  now well known that solitons exist in many nonlinear dispersive
systems.  They are, however, up to now, restricted to one space dimension
only.  It is certainly very desirable to extend our knowledge about these re-

markable objects to higher space dimensions in accord to our real physical
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world. We. found,  for one example, two dimensional soliton solutions in
a two dimensional Korteweg-deVries equation. When these two-dimensional
solitons collide, they emerged undistorted in exactly the same way as the
one-dimensional case. Another example of higher-dimensional solitons was
found in a kinetic description of the nonlinear interaction between two waves

through particles.   That is, induced scattering of plasma waves. Exact solu-
tions are found, by transformation methods,· describing cpllisions of three
dimensional solitons of arbitrary. shape.   They also emerged intact after in-

teraction.  In fact, nonlinear periodic waves exist in this example.

Through these examples, we believe that soliton phenomena is quite
general in high dimensional space.  Much more work should be done to clar-

ify the mathematical and physical aspects of this fascinating phenomena.

VII. Trapped Electron Instability in a Finite B Plasma

The finite B effect on the trapped electron mode in a sheared magnetic
field has been analyzed and the anomalous diffusion from these modes estim-
ated. Qualitative agreement has been found with FM1 results.
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